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The Straw Hats are keeping the Officer Agents preoccupied while Vivi
makes her way to the palace. Sanji's got his hands full with Mr. 2 Bon
Clay while Zolo battles mano a mano with Mr. 1--or rather sword to
sword body in this case! That leaves Nami on her own with Ms.
Doublefinger--a prickly predicament with only her wits and Usopp's
special weapon to depend on. Can the Straw Hats prevail against the
best of the Baroque Works?! -- VIZ Media
After risking everything he had to save his brother, Luffy experiences
heartbreak as Ace dies in his arms. Whitebeard will make one last
stand against the Navy forces but when the epic pirate war finally
comes to an end, the entire world will be shaken! -- VIZ Media
One piece. New editionOne pieceOne Piece (Omnibus Edition), Vol.
32Includes vols. 94, 95 & 96VIZ Media LLC
Big Mom’s hunger pangs have turned her into an unstoppable force of
destruction and she has her eyes on the Thousand Sunny. The only thing
that has any chance of stopping her is a giant wedding cake Sani is
helping construct, but can they get it to her in time? Meanwhile,
Luffy's battle against Katakuri heads to a climactic finish! -- VIZ
Media
One Piece, Vol. 46
One Piece: Ace's Story, Vol. 1
The Oath
One Piece
Paramount War
One Piece, Vol. 24
The Rust Programming Language (Covers Rust 2018)
When the Straw Hats encounter a mysterious barrel on the open sea, little do they know that it's a trap.
Losing control of their ship, they're steered toward Thriller Bark. Any rational sailor would think twice
before going ashore on an island full of zombies. But with Luffy at the helm, the Straw Hats are in for a
scare as they become the targets of the dreaded Gecko Moria! -- VIZ Media
With Ivankov's help, Luffy now struggles to make his way back out of Impel Down in order to prevent
the execution of his brother Ace. All the prisoners will have to work together if they ever hope to get
past the dangerous Warden Magellan. But will an earth-shattering proclamation by the World
Government turn everything upside down? -- VIZ Media
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate treasure, the One
Piece. As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when
he accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Fruit, an enchanted Devil Fruit that gave him the ability to stretch like
rubber. Its only drawback? He’ll never be able to swim again—a serious handicap for an aspiring sea dog!
Years later, Luffy sets off on his quest to find the “One Piece,” said to be the greatest treasure in the
world… The dastardly Doflamingo family’s grip on the nation of Dressrosa tightens in a bloody battle for
the heart and soul of the New World nation. When Trafalgar Law, a “Surgeon of Death” with Devil Fruit
powers, allies with rubber-limbed Luffy, bizarre new battle powers emerge!
Determined to become stronger and challenge the toughest seas in the world, Luffy and his crew decide
to go into training. When they finally reunite years later, they will meet brand new enemies and
adventures! -- VIZ Media
One Piece 13
People's Dreams
One Piece: Ace’s Story, Vol. 2
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One Piece, Vol. 71
Includes vols. 76, 77 & 78
Utopia

As a child, Monkey D. Luffy was inspired to become a pirate by listening to the tales
of the buccaneer "Red-Haired" Shanks. But his life changed when Luffy accidentally
ate the Gum-Gum Devil Fruit and gained the power to stretch like rubber...at the
cost of never being able to swim again! Years later, still vowing to become the king
of the pirates, Luffy sets out on his adventure...one guy alone in a rowboat, in
search of the legendary "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the world...
-- VIZ Media
The Straw Hats are just starting to get their bearings in the mysterious samurai
kingdom of Wano when Kaido makes his grand appearance as a flying dragon!
Kaido is known as the strongest creature alive, so the smart move would be not to
antagonize him. But since when does Luffy do the smart thing?! -- VIZ Media
All-out war has broken out between the Whitebeard Pirates and the Navy.
Whitebeard's crew is said to be the most powerful in the New World, but they'll
have their hands full against the Navy Admirals and the remaining Warlords of the
Sea. Meanwhile, can Luffy reach Navy headquarters in time to save his brother
Ace? -- VIZ Media
As the true identities of the CP9 assassins are revealed, so is their real motive--to
get their hands on the blueprints for the Pluton, the most destructive weapon of the
ancient world! With Robin leaving the crew of her own free will, the CP9 won't let
anything stand in the way of their mission... least of all the Straw Hats! -- VIZ Media
Includes vols. 94, 95 & 96
One piece red
S.A.D.
Tom
The Death of Portgaz D. Ace
My Bible
One Piece, Vol. 56
Luffy and his crew have infiltrated the kingdom of Dressrosa in order to destroy Doflamingo’s
Smile factory. But Luffy is quickly distracted when a fighting tournament opens with a certain
special Devil Fruit as the prize! Can the Straw Hats fend off Doflamingo’s henchmen along with
some of the world’s strongest warriors?! -- VIZ Media
Manga comes to the UK mainstream for the first time.
In his effort to save Camie the mermaid from being sold to the highest bidder, Luffy's attack on an
exalted Celestial Dragon has given the Navy the green light to send the Admirals in after him. But
the Straw Hats get help from an unexpected source--a mysterious outlaw who knows all about
Gold Roger, the original King of the Pirates! -- VIZ Media
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the ultimate treasure, the
One Piece. As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life
changed when he accidentally ate the Gum-Gum Fruit, an enchanted Devil Fruit that gave him the
ability to stretch like rubber. Its only drawback? He’ll never be able to swim again—a serious
handicap for an aspiring sea dog! Years later, Luffy sets off on his quest to find the “One Piece,”
said to be the greatest treasure in the world… In the land of Wano, Luffy and the Straw Hats
hastily attempt to recruit allies in preparation for an imminent raid. But unbeknownst to the crew,
the balance of world power is about to be thrown further askew when Big Mom shows up and
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forms a pirate alliance with Kaido! How will this potent union affect Luffy’s recovering crew?
One Piece, Vol. 52
One Piece, Vol. 30
One Piece, Vol. 91
One Piece (Omnibus Edition), Vol. 26
One Piece Vol. 1 (Limited Edition)
Instinct
It's All Right!
The Straw Hat pirates embark on a plan to become superrich. They just
have to find the hidden treasure in El Dorado, the lost city of gold, and
then make a getaway on their ship. But unknown terrors lurk around
every corner of this island paradise known as Skypiea, including a tyrant
named Eneru who enjoys making a game of death! -- VIZ Media
Join Monkey D. Luffy and his swashbuckling crew in their search for the
ultimate treasure, One Piece! As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of
becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally
gained the power to stretch like rubber…at the cost of never being able
to swim again! Years, later, Luffy sets off in search of the “One Piece,”
said to be the greatest treasure in the world... All-out war has broken out
between the Whitebeard Pirates and the Navy. Whitebeard's crew is said
to be the most powerful in the New World, but they'll have their hands
full against the Navy Admirals and the remaining Warlords of the Sea.
Meanwhile, can Luffy reach Navy headquarters in time to save his brother
Ace?
The Straw Hats have been branded criminals for entering Skypiea without
paying the toll! Their only chance for a way out is a series of challenges
given to them by Kami's vassals. Meanwhile, Nico Robin makes an
important discovery about the island. Is there a city of gold hidden on
Skypiea? -- VIZ Media
After an undersea tangle with mermaids and fish-men, Portgaz D. Ace
leads his Spade Pirates crew to the New World, a place where pirate
masters and rookies battle for territory and treasure. As he flees
memories of his secret past, Ace seeks pirating infamy so powerful it will
change the world order. To achieve this goal, he sets his sights on one of
the strongest fleets in the ocean—the Whitebeard Pirates, ruled over by
dread pirate Whitebeard, the strongest man in the world! -- VIZ Media
Coliseum of Scoundrels
One Piece, Vol. 69
One Piece, Vol. 14
One Piece (Omnibus Edition), Vol. 32
Introducing Komurasaki The Oiran
One Piece, Vol. 21
Roger and Rayleigh

A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in
America Set in an addicts' halfway house and a tennis academy, and
featuring the most endearingly screwed-up family to come along in
recent fiction, Infinite Jest explores essential questions about what
entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate our lives; about
how our desire for entertainment affects our need to connect with
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other people; and about what the pleasures we choose say about who
we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite
Jest bends every rule of fiction without sacrificing for a moment its
own entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American
exploration of the passions that make us human - and one of those
rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do. "The next step
in fiction...Edgy, accurate, and darkly witty...Think Beckett, think
Pynchon, think Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts, The Atlantic
Someone has given Dorry the Giant exploding ale and he's not happy!
Assuming it was Luffy and crew, he launches an all-out attack and is
soundly defeated by the rubbery power of the Gum-Gum Rocket! But
mystery is afoot--if Luffy didn't slip the giant the exploding brew, just
who did? -- VIZ Media
Avalanche! Luffy and Sanji surf a tree down a mountain on a fastmoving wave of snow and just avoid being buried alive. But then the
demented King Wapol suddenly appears and orders Luffy and Sanji's
deaths. With no time to lose, Luffy evades their attacks, when out of
the blue an unlikely friend comes to his rescue! A friend who was just
trying to kill him only hours before!
As Kami Eneru plans to obliterate Skypiea with all his unsuspecting
followers on it, Nami can only stand by as he wipes out the Straw
Hats. Switching allegiances in order to survive, all she can do is hope
for a savior. Could the best defense against a deadly lightning bolt
from above be a certain rubbery pirate?! -- VIZ Media
One Piece, Vol. 57
Bad End Musical
One Piece 6
One Piece 8
One Piece, Vol. 37
One piece
Wyper the Berserker
The big powers converge as Luffy, Law, and Kid face off against Kaido and Big Mom. Is there
any hope of victory against this ultimate alliance?! Onigashima quakes with power as some of
the fiercest pirates in the world go head-to-head!! -- VIZ Media
Luffy has just landed in Wano and he’s already lost his crew! After a chance meeting with a
young girl, he begins to learn more about this strange new land. But mysteries still remain.
Where are his scattered teammates?! And what’s the shocking truth hiding within this country
of samurai?! -- VIZ Media
Things are looking grim on Punk Hazard as deadly gas set off by a mad scientist envelops the
island. Luffy and the rest of the Straw Hats are on a mission to both take down Caesar Clown
and escape to safety before the gas can get them! -- VIZ Media
During his journey with Whitebeard’s crew, Oden encounters the legendary future pirate king
Gold Roger! What does their meeting mean for the world? And what has Orochi been up to
while Oden was gone from Wano?! -- VIZ Media
One Piece, Vol. 97
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Adventure on Ghost Island
Capriccio
For Whom the Bell Tolls
Infinite Jest
New World
Romance Dawn
Adventure on the high seas continue in these stories featuring the characters of One Piece!
Get the backstory on Luffy’s brother Ace! This volume contains the origin story of Luffy’s
adopted brother Ace, and tells of his of his thrilling quest for the legendary One Piece treasure.
Washed up on the shores of a deserted island at the edge of the East Blue Sea, two men from
different backgrounds unite in their shared thirst for adventure. One of them, Portgaz D. Ace,
will follow in his infamous father’s footsteps as the fearless captain of a pirate crew. The other,
Masked Deuce, becomes the reluctant first member of Ace’s Spade Pirates. Survival is not
enough for these seafaring buccaneers, as together they seek treasure, excitement, and a
route to the New World.
As the Straw Hats leave Vivi and Alabasta behind, they discover a stowaway on board who
wants to become a crew member! But can they trust this former Baroque Works agent?!
Whether friend or foe, they'll be needing all the help they can get when their Log Pose
suddenly points to the sky! -- VIZ Media
With the raid on Onigashima in sight, Kanjuro’s betrayal is revealed. He’s kidnapped
Momonosuke! While the samurai are in shock, Luffy, Law and Kid work together to bring a ray
of hope. It’s time to take on Kaido and save Wano!! -- VIZ Media
Celebrate the epic journey of the LEGO minifigure. Enter the world of minifigures with this
fully updated edition. The first minifigure was created in 1978, and today the entire minifigure
population could circle the globe more than five times! Starring more than 2,000 of the most
popular and rarest minifigures from the LEGO Minifigure Series and themes including
LEGO NINJAGO , THE LEGO MOVIETM, LEGO Star WarsTM, LEGO City, LEGO
Harry PotterTM, and many more. From astronauts and vampires to Super Heroes and movie
characters, feast your eyes on the most awesome minifigures of every decade! ©2020 The
LEGO Group.
I Am Oden, And I Was Born To Boil
One Piece, Vol. 92
One Piece, Vol. 59
One Piece, Vol. 27
One Piece, Vol. 1
One Piece, Vol. 61
LEGO Minifigure A Visual History New Edition
For use in schools and libraries only. When Monkey D. Luffy accidentally gains the power to
stretch like rubber at the cost of never being able to swim again, he and his crew of pirate
wannabes set off in search of the "One Piece," the greatest treasure in the world.
When Monkey D. Luffy accidentally gains the power to stretch like rubber at the cost of never
being able to swim again, he and his crew of pirate wannabes set off in search of the "One
Piece," the greatest treasure in the world.
The official book on the Rust programming language, written by the Rust development team at
the Mozilla Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018. The Rust Programming Language is the
official book on Rust: an open source systems programming language that helps you write
faster, more reliable software. Rust offers control over low-level details (such as memory
usage) in combination with high-level ergonomics, eliminating the hassle traditionally
associated with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust Programming Language,
members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge and experience to show you how to
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take full advantage of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust and scalable
programs. You'll begin with basics like creating functions, choosing data types, and binding
variables and then move on to more advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership and borrowing,
lifetimes, and traits • Using Rust's memory safety guarantees to build fast, safe programs •
Testing, error handling, and effective refactoring • Generics, smart pointers, multithreading,
trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using Cargo, Rust's built-in package manager,
to build, test, and document your code and manage dependencies • How best to use Rust's
advanced compiler with compiler-led programming techniques You'll find plenty of code
examples throughout the book, as well as three chapters dedicated to building complete
projects to test your learning: a number guessing game, a Rust implementation of a command
line tool, and a multithreaded server. New to this edition: An extended section on Rust macros,
an expanded chapter on modules, and appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
Romance Dawn for the New World
I Won't Die
Overture
Adventure in the Land of Samurai
Color Of The Supreme King
Thank You
One Piece, Vol. 89
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